
Established in 1753 near the Takeda River in northeast 
Sakai City, in the region’s own “Valley of the Kings.”
This brewery takes pride in local ingredients, growing 
their own Yamadanishiki rice in a field next to the 
brewery and drilling 150 meters down into bedrock to 
draw water from 200 meters underground.
They also focus on uniqueness in their brewing, using 
their own yeast and koji-making equipment developed by 
their tenth-generation head brewer, to produce flavorful 
sake with a crisp finish.

富久駒 久保田酒造

URL    https://www.fukukoma.co.jp/

Made with Yamadanishiki
rice grown next to the 
brewery. The moromi
mash is slowly fermented 
at low temperatures, then 
gently drip-filtered through 
cloth bags and bottled.
The result is a highly 
exclusive sake, available in 
very limited quantities.
The neck of each bottle is 
numbered with Echizen-
ori woven textiles.

With its excellent 
balance, featuring bold 
flavor that gives way 
to a clean finish, this 
sake goes well with 
everything from lightly 
flavored dishes to rich, 
hearty meals.
Best served well 
chilled.

（Hong Kong, China(Shanghai), Australia）

Fukukoma

Takeda’s Deep fried tofu

Mail kubota@fukukoma.co.jp

鬼作左袋吊り搾り 純米酒
Onisakuzahukurotsurishibori junmai
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久保田 直邦 氏
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・Kubota Brewery  Limited      27-45, Yamakubo, Maruoka-cho, Sakaishi, Fukui
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Housokuyaki Guinomi

A condiment made from salted 
Yamadanishiki rice koji.
Enjoy its clean, mild sweetness.

Large abura-age fried tofu, 
crispy on the outside and 
fluffy on the inside.
Toast this abura-age and top 
it with grated daikon radish, 
and serve with Onisakuza, for 
a wonderful toasted aroma 
from the abura-age that gives 
way to the subtle sweetness 
of the sake.

Ceramic cups made from 
Echizen Clay, with a glaze 
featuring hosoku stone from 
Wakasa.
The quietly beautiful metallic 
color of these cups emphasizes 
the clarity of sake, for a new 
way to enjoy its great flavor.
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More Information
Specific designation：

Junmai-shu
Raw ingredients：

Yamada Nishiki
polished rice ratio：70%
Sake meter value ：＋7.3

Shopping Information (e.g.)

A country or region where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Shio-Koji


